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	Author Field: Kim Spencer
	Illustrator Field: 
	Grade Field: 4-7
	Teachers Notes Field: This book and the associated lessons and activities discuss topics such as assimilation, anti-Indigenous racism, residential school and generational trauma. Make sure you offer this content warning to the class in the pre-reading discussion and ensure they understand that they can choose not to participate in any part of the discussion. Keep an eye out for students that seem to be struggling with the content and reach out to them to make sure they are getting the support they need.
	Resource Field: 
	Question Box: 
	Page 2: · Think about where you grew up, what things, feelings, places, flavours are you reminded of?· What are some things that you have in common with your friends?o What are some things about your family/home life that are different from your friends?· Why might someone lie about parts of their life or who they are?· Read and discuss the author’s note on p. 179.o Do you think it will be different to read a story based on the author’s personal experiences than to read fiction?o The story is set in the 1980s, what does this mean for the language used in the story?o What is the author referring to when she says “those schools”?
	Page 3: • From the very beginning of the story, what do you notice about how families and community are present in Mia’s life and home?• Why does Mia think Lara’s parents are strict? How does Mia feel about bringing Lara into her home?• Native dancers came to Mia’s school one day to perform at an assembly. They ask who in the audience is Indigenous. Mia admires the students that raise their hands but is too embarrassed to raise her own. Why do you think that is?- Can you think of any other scenes in the story so far that would have made Mia feel embarrassed to raise her hand? (ex: aunt told cousin not to marry an Indian, drinking on road trips, stereotype about Indians stealing (bike scene), etc.)• On p. 48, Mia describes the heart ache and empathy she feels for an Indigenous classmate going through a hard time. What are some similarities between how adults treat Laurie and Mia?• Mia’s grandma is an Elder in the community. What does this mean? Why does the community take such good care of her?• On pp.83-84, Mia describes her own experience of having her bike stolen. How does her mom react? What lesson does Mia learn when she finds her bike?• Why do you think Mia wanted to stay in Kitkatla despite the hardships for her (pp.110-111)? Why did her mom insist that they return to Prince Rupert?• When Mia and Lara go out on a date, Lara complains that her date is a loser because he didn’t pay for her movie ticket. Why do you think Mia chooses not to explain to Lara that he may not have had enough money given her personal experiences?• What did Mrs. Flett give Mia (belief in herself) and why is it so upsetting when she's replaced? Why do you think Mrs. Allen didn't sign Mia's certificate like she did the others and didn't even apologize?- What did you think of Mia throwing out her certificate after all that? Would you have done the same thing?• On p.176, Mia says that high school carved out separate paths for them, leading them to part ways, and they had “very little control over it”. What does she mean by this? Mia seems to feel like her experience in life is often more challenging than Lara’s, do you agree? Why or why not?
	Page 4: • What kind of rules does Lara have to follow at home and in life? How are they different from what Mia’s mom and other adults expect of her?• How do adults treat Mia and Lara differently? Why do you think that is?• Throughout the story, Mia speaks struggles with lying and not always knowing why. Why do you think Mia lies to others (shame)? Can you give some examples of this?• Saying her mom couldn’t drive her to dance when she walked in the rain because they didn’t have a car.• How many A’s she got on her report card after the boy she likes and Lara say how many they got.• About failing sixth grade.• What do you think of Mia’s mom’s decision to leave her community to pursue her education past the 7th grade?- What sort of hard things would young kids like her mom have had to face? Why was the school so far?- How does Mia feel about what her mom achieved and what she had to go through to do it?• As Mia and Lara begin to drift apart, Lara hangs out with mostly white girls and Lara begins to hang out more with the Indigenous girls. They’re older, the locker is near Mia’s in the smoking section and they rarely attend school. Mia doesn’t feel like she fits in with that group either, but she still feels more comfortable with them. Why do you think that is?• One of the themes in the book is about failure or the perception/expectation that someone like Mia will fail. Mia asks herself (p.127), “How do you tell your best friend, who is smart, assertive, a good dancer, has decorative throw pillows, for crying out loud, that you failed sixth grade?”.- Why do you think what Lara has or who she is matters to Mia when she’s thinking about sharing her failures with her?- What advice would you give Mia to confide in Lara?- What do you think about “failure” in your life? Is it hard to tell people about it?

	Activities Box: 
	Page 2: Activity 1: Short StoryStudents will participate in a dynamic reflection about their feelings to a series of statements related to the themes of the book and engage in a discussion with others that felt similarly and differently.
	Page 3: Activity 2: Generational TraumaStudents will expand on earlier lessons about “those schools” (residential schools) by being introduced to the concept of generational trauma through an animated video. They will then have a discussion about what they’re learned and go through an activity to help process their feelings.Activity 3: All-Native Tournament  Students will watch a video that explains the impact and importance of the All-Native Basketball Tournament referenced in the book and learn about the event’s connection to the potlatch ban that was part of the federal assimilation project.
	Page 4: Activity 4: Joyful FuturesStudents will watch and discuss a video featuring 3 Indigenous youth focused on a joyful future in an effort to celebrate the resilience and powerful contributions of Indigenous peoples to their communities and broader society.

	Book Title pg 1 Field: Weird Rules to Follow
	Story Summary Field: Why are the rules different for Mia than for her best friend? Growing up in the northern coastal town of Prince Rupert, Mia who is Indigenous recognizes that her life is very different than her best friend Lara’s. Mia and Lara have known each other since kindergarten and live on the same street, but while non-Indigenous Lara lives with her mom, dad and brother in a large, well-kept home, Mia lives in her grandmother’s shabby house which is a revolving door for relatives and her binge-drinking mother. It doesn’t take long for Lara to notice that adults treat her differently than they treat her non-Indigenous peers. Throughout the story, Mia struggles with the fact that people seem to have ideas about who she is and what’s she’s capable of without getting to know her. These stereotypes and the blatant racism Mia experiences begins to affect her friendship with Lara, too.
	Teacher Reflection Field: 
	Quote Field: The struggle, like life itself, should be joyful. - Miriam Miranda
	Book Cover: 


